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Abstract

The discovery of materials that exhibit a metal-insulator transition (MIT) is key

to the development of multiple types of novel efficient microelectronic and optoelec-

tronic devices. However, identifying MIT materials is challenging due to a combi-

nation of high computational cost of electronic structure calculations needed to un-

derstand their mechanism, the mechanisms’ complexity, and the labor-intensive ex-

perimental validation process. To that end, we use a machine learning classification

model to rapidly screen a high-throughput crystal structure database to identify can-

didate compounds exhibiting thermally-driven MITs. We focus on three candidate
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oxides, Ca2Fe3O8, CaCo2O4, and CaMn2O4, and identify their MIT mechanism using

high-fidelity density functional theory calculations. Then, we provide a probabilistic

estimate of which synthesis reactions may lead to their realization. Our approach

couples physics-informed machine learning, density functional theory calculations, and

machine learning-suggested synthesis to reduce the time to discovery and synthesis of

new technologically relevant materials.

Introduction

Electronically active correlated electron materials and their properties can be challenging to

predict, requiring high-fidelity, resource-intensive calculations to understand their electronic

structure, followed by significant time and resource investment for their synthesis, as well

as the accurate experimental measurement of their electronic properties. Further, the de-

pendence of the predicted property on the exact electronic structure methodology - which

often includes adjustable parameters - , combined with the high time and resource cost of

synthesizing a novel material, make the cycle of discovery relatively slow.

This is particularly true for metal-insulator transition (MIT) materials, which undergo a

phase transition from a metallic state to an insulating state, or vice versa, through changes

in external conditions, such as temperature, pressure, or doping,1,2 leading to a wide variety

of applications.3–8 Here, we focus on thermally-driven MITs, as the state of these materials

usually can be switched not just by temperature, but also with an applied electric field,

mechanical stress, or light, a group with strong potential technological interest - however,

there are only under 70 stoichiometrically distinct materials that display this property, which

we have previously provided a database for9.

Despite the same macroscopic outcome - a change in electrical resistivity with temper-

ature - the mechanisms, the stoichiometry, and the crystal structure of these materials are

often dissimilar, and their interplay is often the subject of debate - and often the exact mech-

anism is the subject of debate. The transition from the metallic phase to the insulating phase
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is usually triggered by a coupled change in symmetry in both the electronic phase and in crys-

tal structure, which is often difficult to decouple experimentally and theoretically; however

recent experiments have made progress using for example isotope effects10 and superlattice

structures11–14. Theoretical methods to simulate the ground state show dependence on the

computational methodology, making the prediction of new compounds difficult;15–19 com-

plexities associated with doping and vacancies can often further complicate the picture20–22.

The temperature dependence of the transition poses an additional challenge, as density func-

tional theory (DFT) is a ground state (T=0K) theory. While a zero temperature calculation

may help elucidate the nature of the insulating ground state, it is difficult to predict with

high accuracy whether a metal-insulator transition will occur with temperature. As a result,

much of the focus in the literature has been on explaining the difference between the two

states for previously experimentally observed MITs. Even though computational models

have so far been able to reproduce varying aspects of the metal-insulator transition, and

the temperature dependence of the electronic18 or structural degrees of freedom23, this has

always been done on materials with a previously experimentally confirmed metal-insulator

transition, and at high computational expense, and is at this point not feasible in a high

throughput way. Finally, these calculations do not provide guidance on how to synthesize a

new material after its prediction.

Machine learning tools are increasingly used to understand and discover materials, to

process - and find patterns - both in theoretical and in experimental data24–29, as well

as to substitute explicit DFT calculations26,30–32. As machine learning tools become more

accurate with larger training datasets, materials discovery becomes more challenging when

the number of materials with a given property is limited, as is the case for metal-insulator

transition compounds, and quantum materials more broadly. We have previously begun

addressing this challenge using a tree-based machine learning model - which requires fewer

training examples than neural networks- , with physically informed feature choices.9

Here, we use a combination of machine learning (ML) tools and detailed electronic struc-
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ture calculations, to identify candidate MIT oxides and their synthesis pathways. We have

previously reported a tree-based ML classifier trained on an MIT database and novel fea-

tures, and now we use it to filter compounds in the high-throughput DFT database Mate-

rials Project. We obtain 36 compounds from our filtration, from which we down-select to

Ca2Fe3O8, CaCo2O4, and CaMn2O4 for high-fidelity DFT study. We find that the insulating

state of Ca2Fe3O8 is driven by a combination of trigonal-symmetry induced orbital order and

magnetism, similar to what we’ve recently discussed in the 2D van der Waals dihalides and

trihalides (MX2 and MX3), as well as in face and edge-connected octahedral perovskites33,34.

This ferrite’s ground state displays an unusual 4+ ionization state for the Fe atom, which

may nonetheless be stabilized by the material’s trigonal crystal field. CaCo2O4 is likely to

have a mechanism similar to that of LaCoO3
35–37 with a low-spin insulating state and a

high-spin metallic state, while CaMn2O4 may have a magnetically-driven transition. For the

Fe and the Mn compounds, we use a non-magnetic calculation as a proxy for the metallic

phase. Last, we propose synthesis precursors and possible transitions using natural language

processing. These synthesis pathways should lower the time lag between our proposal and

possible validation of these materials and their electronic properties.

Methods

Our computational methodology includes multiple steps (Figure 1). The first, which was

reported in previous work9, is training a tree-based (XGboost) ML-based classifier on a

wide variety of materials, consisting of all the known materials with a thermally-driven

metal-insulator transition at the time of building the classifier. 1 The second step is to use

this tool to scan over a high throughput database of crystal structures, namely Materials

Project38, within a range of parameters where we believe that the classifier’s predictions

1This classifier uses a combination of features that are known from previous work as being key to whether
a material is an MIT or not (unscreened Hubbard U, charge transfer energy), structural features related to
relevant energy scales (metal-metal, and metal-ligand distances), and other features which were found to be
relevant via F1 scores by the classifier model (Global Instability Index, Average Deviation of the Covalent
Radius).
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are at their most reliable: the materials space scanned should of course include materials

not in our dataset, but should not stray too far in order to be reliable. A total of 529

structures were pulled from the MP database. After running these compounds through the

MIT binary classifier, 59 structures not in the training set were predicted to exhibit a MIT;

as multiple structures are polymorphs of the same stoichiometry, there are only 36 unique

chemical formulas as a result of our filtration; these are presented in Table 1, with their

respective d-electron count. To interface our classifier with the Materials Project, we use the

Pymatgen package to interface with the Materials API.39 There are 3 query parameters: the

chemical composition, energy above the convex hull, and the number of atoms in the unit

cell. The chemical composition search space is constrained to AmBnXk ternary compounds,

with elements A and B as the cations, X as the anion, and m, n, k arbitrary non-zero

integers, with A={Ca, Sr, Ba, La}, B={Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zr, Nb, Mo, Tc, Ru,

Rh, Pd,Ag}, and X = {N, S, O}. In order to limit ourselves to materials that are possible

to synthesize, we limit the search to materials that less than 100meV per atom above the

convex hull.

Next, we curate the identified materials, labeling their current experimental status, and

eliminating materials with less than one electron per d-shell (in an ionic model) for the transi-

tion metal atoms, namely CaMoN3 , BaCr2O7 , BaMo3O10 , BaNb4O11 , CaNb2O6 . Finally,

we perform density functional theory calculations on the compounds where the experimental

status is not known, to assess the possibility of a metal-insulator transition and its mecha-

nism on three compounds, Ca2Fe3O8, CaCo2O4 and CaMn2O4 . We next perform density

functional theory calculations using Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP);40–42 un-

less otherwise mentioned, the SCAN meta-GGA exchange-correlation functional43 is used,

which has been proven to give electronically accurate ground states on MIT and correlated

insulating materials with 3d-orbital transition metal ions.44 To predict hypothetical synthe-

sis parameters for the identified possible MIT compounds, we use ML methods developed

in45 to predict precursors, synthesis route, and solid-state synthesis temperatures.
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Figure 1: (a) Workflows for MIT materials identification. In this work we’ve performed
filtration of materials in the Materials Project, identified a few key materials and performed
DFT calculations on them and are proposing them for experimental validation. (b) Crystal
structures of the candidate MIT materials. The top right image shows the structure of a
single layer of Fe-O polyhedra, which may lead to complex spin structures.

Results and Discussion

We performed DFT calculations using the SCAN functional for CaCo2O4 (or Ca(CoO2)2 as

given in Table 1). Figure 2 shows the band structure and the density of states (DOS) plots

for both the low-spin (S = 0) and intermediate-spin (S = 1) configurations side by side.

The high spin (S = 2) state is significantly higher in energy and not show. Consequences of

a Hubbard U correction on the electronic structure are presented in the SI.

The low-spin configuration has a band gap as dictated by the crystal field splitting (band

gap of 1.67 eV ), while the high-spin structure is metallic; the low-spin structure is the ground

state. These results are similar to those of the metal-insulator transition in LaCoO3. The Co

atoms in CaCo2O4 and LaCoO3 both have a +3 oxidation state, resulting in a d6 electronic

configuration. In LaCoO3, as the temperature increases, a superposition of the intermediate

and high-spin multiplet states become more populated, closing the band gap. We propose

that CaCo2O4 will have a similar transition from a non-magnetic insulating state at low

temperatures to a metallic state at high temperatures.
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Table 1: Table of materials identified by the classifier as possibly displaying an MIT, as
sorted by their transition metal d-orbital filling, dn.

Compound dn Compound dn Compound dn

CaMn4S8 1,2 Ca4Mn4O11 3,4 Ca2Co3O8 5
Ca2Cr3O8 2 CaMn4O8 3,4 Ca3Co2O7 5
CaCrN2 2 LaMn2O5 3,4 CaCoO3 5
CaCr4O8 2, 3 BaMn3O6 3, 4 CaCo2O4 6
CaNi2O8 3 CaMn3O6 3, 4 Ca2Co2O5 6
Ca2Mn3O8 3 Ca2Fe3O8 4 Ca3Ni2O7 6
Ca3Cr3N5 3 Ca2Mn2O5 4 CaNiO3 6
CaCr2O4 3 Ca3Fe2O7 4 BaNi4O8 6, 5
CaMnO3 3 CaMn2O4 4 CaNi2O4 7
BaMn6O12 3, 4 CaMn4N4 4, 5
BaMn4O8 3, 4 BaFe4O7 5

The Ca2Fe3O8 polymorph identified by our classifier, (mp-1311759 on Materials Project),

is a pseudo-2D material, with Ca ions filling the interstitial space between layers of FeO6

octahedra. This material is isosymmetric to the binary Mn5O8 compound, however its

dimensionality is reduced by replacing layers of the Mn ion with Ca.

The 2D layers display a honeycomb lattice structure that strongly suggests the possibility

of novel magnetic states, particularly as a result of spin frustration. A detailed study of

non-collinear spin structures is beyond the scope of this paper, as we focus on collinear

calculations in this work. Here Fe4+ is in a d4 electronic configuration, an unusual oxidation

state for oxides with octahedral crystal fields. As we have shown in previous work,33,34

edge connected octahedra with transition metal ions in a pseudo-2D material lead to an

additional, trigonal splitting of the orbitals. In this material, it may provide an additional

ligand field stabilization energy, which may be responsible for the material’s relative stability

as computed by the materials project (∼36meV/atom above the Hull).

By doubling the unit cell to two formula units to allow for anti-ferromagnetic ordering,

our calculations predict an anti-ferromagnetic, insulating ground state, while the first excited

state predicted is ferromagnetic and metallic - the ground state found on Materials Project.

The material might then display a transition to a metallic state both as a function of tem-
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Figure 2: a) and b) Density of states for CaMn2O4 suggests the possibility of a magnetism-
driven transition. c) and d) Density of states for CaCo2O4 in the non-magnetic S=0 and
FM S=1 state, show a similar possible transition mechanism as in LaCoO3, with the ground
state non-magnetic, and a spin-driven transition as the temperature is raised.

perature, but also as a function of magnetic field, making it a magnetoresistive material. In

order to obtain the ground state we’ve identified, we had to double the unit cell from Ma-

terials Project, allowing us to find a magnetic anti-alignment between the layers, while each

layer has a non-zero magnetic moment. In the ferromagnetic state, which has the second

lowest energy, the material is metallic, pointing to the possibility of controlling its resistivity

by applied magnetic field. The magnetic moment of each Fe site in the ground state is 2µB,

an intermediate spin state; the point group symmetry of the atoms is C2h - a symmetry

breaking subset of the trigonal symmetry. As discussed in previous work, this then suggests

that there is no degeneracy left in the Fe d-basis. The orbital basis then consists of a fully-

occupied lowest energy orbital, and two non-degenerate, half-filled, spin-polarized orbitals

on each Fe atom. Up to the writing of this paper, this material has not been experimentally

observed. Synthesis methods presented in this work may help guide its validation.
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Figure 3: a) The magnetic order for one layer of Ca2Fe3O8: all Fe are in a S=1 state, the
structurally equivalent Fe(1) and Fe(1′) have different spin orientation, while the Fe(2) has a
different symmetry, but has the same spin state as Fe(1). The magnetic order breaks the
symmetry of the honeycomb, and leads to aligned spin chains within each layer, with non-
zero magnetic moment per layer. The magnetic moments of alternating layers cancel out,
leaving the material with net zero total magnetization. (b) Projected density of states for
the ground state of the material

CaCo2O4 exhibits a network of both edge and corner sharing CoO6 octahedra, with Ca

atoms interspersed. Co3+ adopts a d6 electronic configuration. Despite the additional sym-

metry breaking beyond octahedral due to both corner and edge-connected octahedra, the

octahedral crystal field splitting dominates, and we find that the non-magnetic S = 0 state,

with the three orbitals lowest in energy completely filled, is the ground state. Antiferromag-

netic states could not be stabilized in this material, suggesting that they may be unphysical

in this material. We were able to stabilize S = 1and S = 2 states by enforcing a total

magnetization in the material: these states are metallic, and the lowest energy state is still

higher in energy than the S = 0 state, and metallic - as is the case of LaCoO3. The band

gap and energy difference betweeen the insulating and metallic states is higher, so it is likely

that the electronic transition may be sharper than in LaCoO3, and is likely to happen at a

higher temperature.

Similar to LaCoO3
46, this material may have potential applications in microelectronic

applications, for example in Resistive RAM memories, and in potential mm radio frequency

(mm RF) devices due to its combination of sharp transition, high operating temperature,
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Figure 4: ML-generated synthesis precursor predictions for the 3 compounds discussed in
the main text (a,b,c) and predicted calcination (d) and sintering (e) temperatures for their
respective predicted solid-state synthesis routes.

and low electric field needed to induce a transition.

In LaCoO3, the ground state of the Co d-electrons is the t62ge
0
g low-spin, S = 0 configu-

ration. The band gap is determined by the crystal field splitting between the empty eg and

filled t2g states. As the temperature is raised, electrons are excited from the t2g orbitals into

the eg orbitals, leading to a combination of a higher energy t42ge
2
g configuration (high-spin,

S = 2), and intermediate-spin (t52ge
1
g, S = 1). The calculations using SCAN show a higher

energy difference between the insulating state and the metallic state in the new compound

than in LaCoO3, so we investigated how this relative energy difference may depend on the

particular choice of treatment of the correlated state. To do so, we also performed calcula-

tions using the PBE functional with an additional +U correction, in the simplified Dudarev

+U formalism, using the Perdew-Burker-Erzenhof (PBE) exchange correlation formalism.

Our results suggest the possibility of a sharper metal-insulator transition or a higher tran-

sition temperature than that of LaCoO3 of TMIT = 600K, as well as the possibility that

CaCo2O4 may always be an insulator.
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CaCo2O4 has been synthesized in polycrystalline form,47 and has not been studied con-

clusively to exclude potential MIT: the polycrystalline sample did exhibit insulating behavior

(ρ) when measured in the temperature (T ) range of 10K to 380K, leaving open the possibil-

ity of a transition at higher temperature as suggested by our calculations. The material also

showed metallic-temperature-dependent large thermoelectric power. The polycrystalline na-

ture of the sample may also contribute to extra resistivity during measurement since charge

carriers can scatter off the grain boundaries. This suggests the strong possibility that new

measurements on higher quality samples of this material may elaborate further on the promis-

ing electronic structure of this material.

Experimentally, this material exhbits a TN of 240K, however there are no single-crystal

measurements of this material’s resistivity. Suppression of magnetic order in this material

may lead to a closing of its gap. CaMn2O4 crystallizes in the orthorhombic Pbcm space

group. Ca2+ is bonded in an 8-coordinate geometry to eight O2− atoms. Mn3+ is bonded

to six O2− atoms, form a mixture of edge and corner-sharing MnO6 octahedra. We have

also performed multiple magnetic calculations, and while our search over possible magnetic

order is not exhaustive, the material is insulating even in the ferromagnetic state (which is

normally the most likely to be metallic of possible magnetic states). We find that in the

non-magnetic state, the material is metallic. We conclude that this material may display an

MIT with magnetism playing a key role.

Figure 4 (top) shows the predicted precursors for each compound along with the corre-

sponding probability of a solid-state, sol-gel, hydrothermal, or precipitation synthesis route.

For instance, for Ca2Fe3O8 we have 5 precipitation, 3 sol-gel, and 1 solid-state route pre-

dicted, for CaCo2O4 we have 5 hydrothermal, 3 solid-state, and 1 sol-gel route predicted, and

for CaMn2O4 we have 6 sol-gel and 3 solid-state routes predicted. Plotting the predicted

probabilities allows us to examine what reactions might have more than one viable option.

For instance, for the synthesis of CaMn2O4 from Ca(NO3)2 and MnO2 we see that sol-gel and

solid-state are almost equally likely routes in terms of how promising they are to synthesize
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the target compound.

From the predicted synthesis reactions for the MIT compounds, we took the ones which

were predicted to be solid-state and predicted appropriate calcination and sintering temper-

ature distributions for the reactions. Figure 4 (bottom) depicts the generated calcination

and sintering temperature distributions for the solid-state routes predicted for each of the

MIT compounds. Lower processing conditions are desirable in many cases due to energy

savings capabilities and manufacturing requirements. We see that the model predicts that

for CaCo2O4 synthesizing the compound using Ca(NO3)2 and Co3O4 would require a much

lower calcination temperature than using CaCO3 and Co3O4 or CaCO3 and CoCO3. Sim-

ilarly, for the synthesis of CaMn2O4, we see that using CaCO3 and MnO2 affords a lower

predicted calcination temperature range than CaO and MnO2 or CaO and MnO. Such pre-

dictions reveal which reactions are compatible in certain temperature ranges and thus can

better inform experimental design.

Conclusions

In this work, we proposed a workflow for the computational prediction of correlated mate-

rials that display a metal-insulator transition. Our current work integrated ML tools and

DFT, starting with the previously built database and ML classifier, applying it to high-

throughput libraries to filter materials, evaluation of possible mechanisms and synthesis of

specific materials. Provided experimental validation of one or more of the materials we pro-

pose, our materials discovery methodology would rapidly accelerate the discovery of new

metal-insulator transition materials - and correlated electron materials more generally. Our

tools are readily available online for use by other scientists.

As no reliable quantitative methods of determining suitable reaction conditions exist, our

approach could help guide experimentalists with initial suggestions for synthesis precursors,

route, and conditions to aid in synthesis planning for the discovery and design of new ma-
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terials. We note that we do not perform here DFT calculations to estimate which synthesis

method is more likely to lead to the compounds we’ve predicted: these are unlikely to be

reliable without an in-depth study of all the possible factors involved in the synthesis (pH,

temperature, aqueous environment48).

We note that we have also found that the classifier identifies the brownmillerite Ca2Co2O5

as a metal-insulator transition compound: while this material may display an MIT, we find

that the complex unit cell required to simulate it realistically, as well as the interplay of

polymorphism and magnetic states, make it difficult to study its transition mechanism within

the scope of this paper. Nonetheless, this material may display a metal-insulator transition,

provided it can be grown as a single phase.
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Supporting Information Available

The Supporting Information is available free of charge at: [Link to be inserted ], and

relevant structures and the pipeline used to identify them can be found at:

https://github.com/alexandrub53/MachineLearning-MetalInsulator

Information includes

1. Comparison of CaCo2O4 and LaCoO3 energy differences between S=0 and S=1 states

for varying U
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2. Relative energies for different magnetic configurations for Ca2Fe3O8 and CaMn2O4

3. Additionally, the GitHub repository contains the scripts used to identify the materials

identified in this paper, and optimized crystal structures for the three compounds

studied.
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